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Come Join The Squelch
Kiss the Ring

Well, here I am: a rosy-cheeked boy, a young Christian prince of an editor. Now that I am in charge of this magazine, I feel like I’ve learned a lot. I’ve learned about how with great power comes responsibility, as well as the challenge, difficulty, and humble duty of true leadership, but most importantly, I’ve learned that boy it is goood to be king. Ever since I was handed the Editor bible/golden key/diamond encrusted set of platinum grills (it’s a set) from the previous editor, I must say my life has gotten much, much better.

For one thing, I basically don’t have to work anymore, and I don’t just mean on the magazine. Ever since I was crowned King, my life has become a paradise garden straight from the lap of luxury. Squelch minions, as it turns out, are devoted little things and they are eager and willing to clean my room, entertain me with an in-house theatre troupe, do my homework, feed me grapes, and even tuck me into bed and tell me bedtime stories. When I walk to class, little freshmen eager to join the magazine lie on puddles and insist I walk over them because a true King should not be disgraced by pedestrian water. Sometimes, I sit on my throne in the student publications office in Lower Hearst gym (it’s my fancy office chair because I saw it first, okay? I’m looking at you, By Any Means Necessary) and ponder why I alone deserve the opulence that has been given to me. Why am I, king of kings, fit to lead the best publication in all of the land?

Well first off, who can argue with a guy with hair like mine? Three words: jet black perfecti—ahh, shit. So in my outline I had some space saved to talk about how my staff is like kinda sorta indispensable and how this magazine would not exist without all the amazing work they do and how I’m so proud of every single of them for putting in their best and staying up with me until 7 a.m. all for the sake of making the best damned comedy magazine possible. Whoops. Whatever, I’ll just have them fix it for me in the final draft.

Royally Yours,

-Tejomay Gadgil, Editor-in-Chief
Kim Jong Un a Strong Contender in North Korea’s 2014 Election

By Evan Reed, Climbing Paektu Mountain

Early polling results conducted by the People’s Political Statistics Institute of Korea show Kim Jong Un is holding on to a strong lead in his run for president of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.

In a recent interview, Political Strategist Hwang Sung-Ha expressed confidence in the incumbent’s ambitious campaign. “Kim Jong Un is coming into this election with a huge edge on the competition,” said Hwang. “Un has a significant lead in all the key demographics: people who fear a life sentence in prison camps, people who don’t want to be executed, and DPRK government officials. And you know the expression, ‘as totalitarian governments go, so goes the nation!’”

Un’s refusal to run a negative campaign has received a lot of positive press and public support. Others attribute Un’s success to his tendency to brainwash the country through an endless stream of propaganda and threats of physical violence.

The Statistics Institute cited Un’s “relatable factor” as a large reason for this early lead. We asked Pyongyang local, Jon Pak, for how his view on the incumbent. “What can I say, I like the guy. Very relatable. To me, he really defines what it means to be North Korean. I mean, he literally defines what it means to be North Korean.”

Hwang agrees with this analysis. “I don’t want to be too ambitious here,” Hwang told us, “but at this rate I expect Un to win not only this election, but every single subsequent election until he dies.”

Dorm Event Draws Record Crowd of One

By Josh Zarrabi, leaving his door open

While hosting their sixth dorm event of the semester last Friday night, Resident Assistants Sara Yin and Jason Miller were completely caught off guard when a resident of Putnam Hall actually showed.

“Sara and I were deep into the snacks we bought for the ice cream sandwich decorating party we planned when Vicki [Donner] walked in,” Miller told Squelch reporters. “We assumed she was lost or something, because no one has ever come before, and we didn’t really know what to do when she sat down next to us expecting something fun.”

According to sources, when Donner sat on the couch next to the dorm employees and asked “what the plan was,” she was met with blank stares and looks of bewilderment. “We were never trained for this,” Yin claimed. “We had tons of practice in stapling fliers to boards and buying snacks from stores, but nothing on this level.”

“I heard that something like this came to an event in Foothill three years ago,” she added, citing the storied karaoke affair of 2011. “But honestly I’m pretty sure that’s a just a myth to scare new RAs. I mean two people at once—that’s just not possible.”

Thankfully, the night ended early when Donner got a text from her roommate that read “let’s go,” causing her to thank her RAs and leave to get blackout drunk with a bunch of strangers.

In Other News:

Obama Pledges Moon Landing By End of Decade
Page A9

Wyoming Decriminalizes One Ounce of Marijuana, Doesn’t Say Which Ounce
Page B11

Teens’ Sagging Pants Leads to Crack Epidemic
Page C4

Leader of Zetas Captured, Spring Rush “Totally Ruined Now”
Page B8
Study on Israeli Weather Patterns Draws Fire

By Josh Zarrabi, in favor of a 50-state solution

A study released Wednesday by the UC Berkeley Environmental Science department on the weather patterns of the Israeli desert has drawn heavy criticism from both pro-Israel and pro-Palestinian factions on campus. The study, which found that the Negev Desert in southern Israel was “pretty fucking hot”, has sparked outrage on campus.

Leading members of Students for Justice in Palestine labeled the study as “more proof of blatant Zionist propaganda in Western Universities”, while the official Jewish Student Union response called the study “another example of the radical anti-Semitic bias among UC Berkeley faculty.”

“Clearly this rise in temperature is a result of Israeli subterfuge,” a member of SJP told Squelch reporters. “This professor is a Zionist extremist who is abusing his power and funds to push for more settlements in the West Bank, and thus pushing to prolong the apartheid regime occupying Palestine. This study was obviously funded by Benjamin Netanyahu and his Likud allies in their war against the Muslim people,” she added.

Members of the Jewish Student Union shot back, “To imply that settling in the West Bank is a main cause of global warming is ridiculous,” a leading member of Tikvah: Students for Israel told Squelch. “Clearly it is a result of Palestinian subterfuge. This liberal professor is a jihadist extremist who, along with rest of the UC Berkeley faculty, will stop at nothing until a third intifada turns Israel into a Sharia state, and all the Jews are pushed into the sea.”

“Israel has the right to defend itself,” he added.

Both factions are demanding that the professor who authored the study step down from his position immediately, and there are protests planned on Sproul Plaza for the next ten days.

Study Finds that Yes, BART is Supposed to Sound Like That

By Tejomay Gadgil, unable to hear you right now

An inquiry into the Bay Area Rapid Transit by the State of California has found that the sounds emitting from a BART train during its normal service route, often thought to resemble the ghoulshie shrieks of haunted souls serving an infinite penance, are “definitely supposed to be there.”

Rather than implicate decades of poor maintenance, inadequate quality standards, and a general crumbling of US infrastructure, the report found that the clanging, most resembling the tormented screams of exploited laborers upon whose bones the BART lines were laid, was “not even that loud, if you really think about it. The average rock concert is well over the OSHA threshold as well. And rock concerts are, like, totally bad-ass.” The study went on to say that the BART is equally bad-ass, and questioning its “dangers” is uncalled for.

“People often overlook the many perks of riding on the BART. For instance, sitting next to a bag of wet trash secures one’s privacy.”

According to the survey findings, 91% of commuters agree that the flickering lights and continuous bumping of the BART as it hurtles through the dark at 80 mph beneath the San Francisco bay reminds them of the near-death thrills found at many big name theme parks, such as Disney World, Magic Mountain, and Knott’s Berry Farm.

At press time, a BART comtroller was arrested in his connection to an under-the-table purchase of 200 metric tonnes of WD-40.

“Novomom” Causing Media Firestorm

By Spencer Nyarady, laboring away

At 4:33 am in Lansing, Michigan’s McLaren Hospital, nine women gave birth to one baby that had been gestating amongst them for the last 30 days.

This “Novomom,” as the group of women has been recently dubbed, is causing a national media firestorm, inciting reality show, documentary, and real-life mockumentary propositions, as well as a toy line, a Denny’s sliders deal, and a trilogy of erotic novels.

Dr. Benjamin Humbert, one of the people behind the massively popular abomination, gives some insight into the project, saying “Our new approach to the miracle of life is vastly more efficient than nature’s earlier attempts, delivering nutrients, electrolytes, and precious metals to the burgeoning fetus at fourteen times the rate of the original model. However, instead of lessening the stress and hormonal changes of pregnancy, these effects have been multiplied ninefold for each mother involved, which is a tad concerning, but understandable considering the necessity of the unwieldy UmbiliBall.”

“At first I was just, like, what the fuck?” opines Surgeon General Boris D. Lushniak, vigorously inhaling Xanax as per Section 11.B.462 of the Affordable Care Act, “But then I was like nah, nah, this is just the kind of thing the US Public Health Service Commissioned Corps needs, something snappy and appealing to women ‘on the go’ who just don’t have the time for a full-term pregnancy.”

Heimdal, the baby that emerged from the Novomom’s giant fused vulva, was delivered in just 2 hours, which Humbert noted was “longer than we expected.”
Student-to-Student Peer Counseling

Going through a difficult time?

Wish you could talk to someone without fear of judgement?

Student-to-Student Peer Counseling is here to support you!

Who are we? A group of caring and empathetic peer counselors who provide a free mental health based counseling service to UC Berkeley students – both face-to-face and via phone-in. We promise to create a supportive and confidential atmosphere to discuss anything on your mind.

How to reach us:
• Drop-in counseling: Monday-Friday, 10am-5pm in Hearst 2B.
• Email for an appointment: sspceemail@gmail.com
• Phone-in: (510) 642-9021
• More information at sspc.berkeley.edu

Original comedy.
And yes, the rumors are true,
We are better than chocolate milk.
Jericho! improv and sketch comedy.
Shows: 3/7, 3/21-22, 4/4, 4/11, 5/2-3

got funny?®
facebook.com/jericho.comedy
The Smoking Gun: Breathe Free or Die Trying

I

[A student is smoking on the Bancroft & Telegraph sidewalk]
[An unmarked police car screeches while pulling up and two officers burst out]
Officer Carver: Put that shit out!
Officer Hauk: Hands on the wall! Spread ‘em!
Student 1: Whoa, I’m sorry, what did I do?
OC: You’re smoking on an indicted corner you shit-for-brains.
OH: Yeah haven’t you heard? Bosses can’t have you smoking out here anymore.
S1: I’m just on a sidewalk! This isn’t even campus!
[Bystander inhales second hand smokes causing him to cough violently and vomit blood]
[Cops frisk student and dig through pockets]
OC: Hey Hauk, look at this shit. The knucklehead’s got something up his sleeve.
S1: It’s an e-cigarette, it’s not smoke and it’s not tobacco so there’s no way the cops can bust us now.
S2: What’s going on?!
OH: Get on the fucking ground assclowns!
S1: Oh shit what’s going on?
S2: What’s going on?!

II

[Two students are talking in Eucalyptus Grove]
Student 1: You sure it’s safe out here? I just saw someone get rolled on.
Student 2: Yeah dude they never come out here. This place is Amsterdam! Here put some chewing tobacco in your mouth, nobody will notice if you’re spitting instead of smoking.
Cop falls out of tree

III

[Officer Carver: Get your hands on the fucking bark! Did you fuckheads know that all forms of tobacco are banned on campus?]
S1: My friend here is a serious nicotine addict! What’s he supposed to do if he can’t smoke?
OC: He needs nicotine eh? Well, good thing our new program accommodates for that.
S2: What’s that?
OC: The only way that you legally get your fix from now on.
[S2 goes into convulsions from nicotine overdose]

Breathe Free, brought to you by the University of California.

Top Ten Culinary Tom Cruise Movies
10. Eyes Fried Shut
9. The Nut
8. Kitchen: Impossible
7. S’more of the Worlds
6. Bisque-y Business
5. Macaroni Report
4. Jack Daniels Reacher
3. Obliv-onion
2. Jerry McNuggets
1. Vanilla Sky

Top Ten Drinking Games for Kids
10. Kool-Aid Pong
9. Wizard’s Apprentice’s Staff
8. Never Have My Parents Ever
7. Prince’s Cup
6. Pennies
5. BB Gunning
4. Edward Juiceboxhands
3. Power Minute
2. Flip Sippy Cup
1. Rage Crib
Hey bros, it’s Chad here. I know I’m kind of known as a ladies’ man around the house, so I figured I’d share some of my secrets. Through extensive personal research ;) ;) and countless trials and errors, I’ve discovered many interesting things about the female body. I drew up this diagram to share my findings:

**HEAD**
Women are notoriously bad at directions and get confused easily; guide her by placing your palm atop her head and applying a gentle pressure downwards.

**EYES**
Make intense eye contact and check to make sure she’s not falling asleep. Sometimes girls get tired and overstimulated from all the awesome sex you’re giving to her.

**BOOBS**
Boobies are great. There are many different ways to engage with the breast. For instance, pretend you are juggling or opening two doorknobs in opposite directions. Don’t forget to focus on the nipples! Try something like a purple nurple but with less power.

**EAR**
Whisper in her ear the things she likes to hear, like your high school accomplishments or how many beers you drank last night.

**LIPS**
Think of your tongue like a little party-sized penis, and her lips like her cooter lips, and her mouth like an inside-out party-sized penis. Start off by gently thrusting your tongue (mini penis) in and out of her mouth. If she likes it (which she will), proceed with more ferocity and vigor. Continue this process until she is out of breath from the overwhelming pleasure.

*Alternative Option: Insert your life-sized penis here. If she doesn’t want it, see “lower lips” or “butt”

**BELLY BUTTON**
This is a hole, but my dick barely fits here. I usually try other holes first, please see “butt” or “lips.”

**LOWER LIPS**
The area known as “the snatch” has several holes and compartments(?). Pick one and stick with it(?). The key to good sex is consistency and confidence(?). If she seems to be enjoying it, increase your thrust strength and speed. I like to think of the vagina as an inside-out penis(????) - apply more pressure for more pleasure.

*please contact me if you have any further information about this problem area
9 out of 10 mindless drones agree
Jobs are for suckers!

While some “experts” recommend finding a job, the truth is that jobs are a giant farce put on by “The Man” to force you to do things you don’t want to, like get out bed while it’s still daylight! Why put yourself through that unnecessary stress just for a degree of success defined by arbitrary societal standards?

Did You Know...
That at a job, people will tell you what to do, and you have to do it-- even if you don’t want to!
That without a job, you can do whatever you want, whenever you want to?
That getting a job not only decreases your happiness, but seriously interferes with time you could be spending languishing in your own filth, overwhelmed by self-loathing?

So hesitate-- don’t get a job today!

Are you tired of leaving church Sunday morning hungry and theologically unimpressed? Do you want your individual beliefs to get more respect and your kung pow chicken to have the right level of spice?

Come to Golden Palace Star King Family **Chinese Restaurant** and **Unitarian Seminary** for Sunday Brunch!

Stimulate both your spiritual intellect and your taste buds with exciting combinations of egalitarian discussion and Chinese cuisine, such as:

*Is there such thing as a perfect chow mein dish?*

Maybe; we don’t know. No one really knows. Isn’t that kind of the point?

*What’s the best way to prepare tea smoked duck?*

Every customer is under the highest obligation to form his or her own opinions about how to cook their own Chinese food.

*How many dumplings should we put on the plate?*

Though there are several manifestations of the dumpling, in reality all three dumplings coexist consubstantially as one. So really it’s up to you.
100,000 years after the creation of the first Pokémon Arceus, a new breed of Pokémon emerged, bearing striking similarities to popular Western artists from the last several decades. After fighting many battles, facing much hardship, and successfully avoiding death by drug overdose, they can evolve into higher stages.

Prove your eclectic taste and loyalty as a fan, and catch ‘em all!
So you think you’re hot shit, eh? You think being on the staff of the best highschool newspaper in your dumbfuck county prepared you for the harsh world of printed college comedy? Well lemme tell you something, bub: it probably did. We’re looking for:

- Writers
- Artists
- InDesign warlocks
- Normal warlocks
- Detail-oriented self-starters
- Schemers with dreams
- Dreamers with schemes
- InDesign again, like, this is not a joke
- Salt-of-the-earth folk

Friend us on facebook.com/squelched, follow us on Twitter @squelched, or email us at feedback@squelched.com. Please please please come to our meetings at 5:30 pm on Wednesdays in an as of yet undetermined location. Our numbers are dwindling and our way of life is being threatened. Also, we got donuts.

---

**subscriptions**

Want to subscribe to the Squelch? You can fill out and mail in the following form, or just visit our website: www.squelched.com/sub.cfm

Every subscription comes with a bonus set of six classic issues.

- Why wouldn’t I want to laugh for $15 per year?
- Because I want to laugh for 2 years for $25!!!!

Name

Address

Street

City/State/ZIP

Phone number

Email

The Heuristic Squelch
Subscriptions
P.O.Box 4788
Berkeley, CA 94704

---

**Advertise with us!**

Looking for a good way to advertise your business, event, or what-have-you? Why not try UC Berkeley’s widest-read magazine, which believe it or not, is us. With over 10,000 readers and free ad design, it’s the perfect way to reach your customers without breaking the bank.

Email feedback@squelched.com for more information.
How to Look Cool While Running With a Backpack

When you’re running late to class with school supplies in tow, it can be difficult to strut with your usual confidence. Fortunately, I toiled for hours to design four techniques that will get you to class on time without detracting from your public image. Trust me, I have not gotten laid ANY less since using these methods.

**The Linebacker:** Everyone knows that holding both straps of your backpack is nerdy as hell. With this technique, you get the support of holding one strap while leaving the other arm free to push pedestrians out of your way. As an added bonus, onlookers might just think you’re on the prestigious Cal football team!

**The Lawnmower:** Show the world that you don’t let your work push you around! When you’re pushing your rolling backpack in front of you, you’re telling onlookers that you’re in control of your life! Not your parents! Also, if slow walkers get in your way, you can just run them over.

**The Ergonomic:** Girls love guys with confidence. When you tighten your straps and buckle up your backpack, you’ll be able to stride across the quad with impressive posture! When positioned properly, your backpack might even cover up the sweat collecting on your back.

**The Quasimodo:** Harness the power of momentum! By leaning forward and shifting your center of gravity ahead of you, you can just coast to class and let gravity carry you. Trust me, if you enter a physics lecture sporting the Quasimodo you will get extra credit.
Dear 6-year old me,

Hello. How are you? I’m fine, thanks. I’ve just received my letter from you/your letter from me/my letter from me/your letter from you asking about what I’m like when you’re/what you’re like when I’m 30, along with many other questions. We’re a busy motherfucker at this age, so let you be brief:

Dad’s fine.
Mom’s dead.
I don’t know how it feels to be weightless.
Why would it ever rain Smarties? What the fuck kind of question is that to ask yourself in the future?
John Kerry.
It felt like brie cheese.
I haven’t been to Mars. No one’s been to Mars.
Leviticus 11:9-12
An All American Rejects concert, with laughing gas. Lots and lots and lots and lots of laughing gas.
Don’t be fooled, ultimate frisbee is not a sport.
There’s no shame in getting a prostitute.
You can’t land on Saturn. It’s made of gas. Also, no one’s been to Saturn either.
I lied, there’s a lot of shame in getting a prostitute.
Your cousin, a peck on the lips, I know it’s embarrassing.
I refuse.
You cried on the bus, and everybody noticed.
The silent “b” in “climb” is a vestige of thirteenth century English.
Windows 9, or if you’re really jonesin’ Windows 9.9. They never made it to Windows 10.
I didn’t know it would be such a big deal to fail that first midterm.
I already said, I refuse.
Goddammit I don’t know how it feels to look down on Earth from the ISS because we didn’t just fail that first midterm, we failed every physics class in college, crushing our dreams of being an astronaut.
Lisa Ann, six times.

I hope that satisfies your curiosity; I really can’t remember. Try harder to get laid in high school.

Sincerely,

You, Aged 30 years

February 5th, 2014

From the desk of
Doug Kettleman
2422 Ridge Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94709

Top Ten TV Shows Invaded by the U.S.
10. 30 Iraq
9. Mexico in the Middle
8. Sex and the Chile
7. Panamaniacs
6. Mad Yemen
5. Breaking Baghdad (second time)
4. Serb Your Enthusiasm
3. The Big Pyongyang Theory
2. Baywatch of Pigs
1. Laost

Top Ten Rasta Marine Lifeforms
10. Snoop Lionfish
9. Peter Tench
8. Pufferfish
7. Bunny Whale Shark
6. Yellowtangman
5. Sting Reggae
4. Toots & The Mahi-Mahi
3. Slightly Toona
2. Bob Marlin
1. Seaweed

Top 10 Qualities I look for in a Valentine
10. Curly hair
9. Likes comedy writers
8. Into awkward nerds
7. Enjoys purposeful skin contact
6. Doesn’t insist on orgasm
5. Aroused by male pattern baldness
4. Willingness to have sex with me
3. Please have sex with me
2. I’m really nice.
1. Please?
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A Guide to iPhones for Recovering Blackberry Users

So you’ve traded in old faithful for one of those shiny new iPhones, and you’re wondering how to approach this delicate enigma with your technologically coarse Blackberry hands. Well, have no fear, literally dozens of other Americans have traded in their bBerry for an iPhone in the past year, and they’ve created a guide to ease the transition for the four or five remaining luddites who are just now making the switch.

**GAMES**

**What does it mean?**
Imagine applications on your phone that allow you to play BrickBreaker, but that each application is a different version of BrickBreaker with different rules, varying objectives, and no bricks to break.

**How do I get around it?**
You don’t have to! The variety is incomprehensible! BrickBreaker with Bird-throwing, BrickBreaker with Candy-Tetris, and even BrickBreaker with Find Local Singles!

**DURABILITY**

**What does it mean?**
Noun - the ability to withstand wear, pressure, or damage. Now read this part carefully because it is very important. You have a real phone now so you can’t just be throwing it around, and seeing from how high you can drop it, and putting it in your mouth.

**How do I get around it?**
You can’t so don’t try! If a loose hair falls onto an iPhone, the screen will crack. Be very gentle with this delicate flower, and always wear a hairnet.

**INSTAGRAM/SNAPCHAT**

**What does it mean?**
Instagram/Snapchat is a picture or video-taking robot inside your phone that allows you to not only capture memories, but share them with other human beings! Gone are the days where you have to take a video, watch it once, and then delete it because no one will ever see it again.

**How do I get around it?**
You don’t have to! Take pictures of everything and send them to everyone! It’s fun, easy, and generates endless amounts of low-quality content that definitely won’t come back to haunt you professionally!

Stay away from the game where you have to keep the frog alive, you won’t get it and you’ll just be sad when your frog keeps dying

iPhones do not have a ‘Toilet Mode,’ only Blackberries do and it’s the same thing as ‘Regular Mode’
If you hit the right combination of buttons, you will see a moving picture of yourself in the phone. This is in fact a second camera and not one of God’s tricks!

Do not put bedazzles on your iPhone, they only look cool on Blackberries!

If you have hairy hands, wear hairnets on your hands when operating the iPhone
1. The Gorilla of Golden 1 Credit Union (2011)

Jackson Telhaus works at a credit union when he hatches a plan to live large while duping fat schmucks into setting up safe, low-interest accounts. He and his raunchy companions snort mountains of crushed caffeine pills off debit cards, have orgies in the change-exchange machine, and swear up a blue streak all while securing the financial futures of local government employees. When Telhaus' SK19-1202 Mirage-2000 RC jet explodes while on its way to rescue his sinking 311-A7 Max Gainer RC Yacht, he realizes he's only in it for the Oxycontin, and that he's on a lot of Oxycontin. Telhaus goes to a white-collar jail when convicted of personally pocketing 0.01% out of the 0.04% interest on both Regular Savings and Premium Checking accounts.


Set in the near future—like really near, like next week—a lonely man finds love in the least likely of places: his phone. No, not like some sentient program representing the difficulty of truly connecting with someone and of the possible irrelevance of physical intimacy, just his phone. This chump asks Siri questions on his iPhone 5 and masturbates, vigorously, right on the camera lens. Eventually the man gets jealous of the Morgan Freeman GPS app and smashes the iPhone. Real gritty stuff.
Unanswered Questions in Science

Despite the huge advancements in science over the last few centuries, many problems still remain unsolved. Here are some of the lingering questions whose unanswered nature is holding back humanity and all it could be.

- Does heat transfer around corners?
- Will currying these functions make them spicier?
- How small are corpuscles?
- If I go backwards in time to before I was born, what happens if I get carded?
- How much does God weigh?
- If you’re in space and you get your junk caught in a black hole, does it feel kinda good?
- Why is it that I like pizza, and I like bagels, but I don’t like pizza bagels?
- Where’s the beef?
- Can sock puppets develop their own feelings?
- But it’s normal, right?
- What’s the probability of getting super powers from radiation?
- How itchy does my dick have to be before it gets bigger?
- Why is my dick so itchy to begin with?
- What is friction affect babies?
Looking for TUTORING help in Math, Science, or Any Other Subject?

I have:
10+ years of experience
3.94 GPA

BS in Applied Math,
BA in Philosophy with
Minor in Comparative
Literature, MIT.
Ph.D in Theoretical
Math, Urban Planning,
UC Berkeley

99th percentile interpersonal skills!
Very attentive and passionate about subject(s)
Group rates available, please bring your friends!
I’m over 21

Genuine Testimonials:
- “Super personable!”
- “It’s really weird how he doesn’t have
  any friends, but he is such a cool guy!”
- “I really just enjoyed just hanging out
  and just talking to him, he’s just great!”
- “Hella chill”
- “Chill as fuck”
- “Gentle and generous”

Can meet on campus, in cafes, by
the Marina, at Shattuck Cinemas,
at Jupiter, at the BAM. I don’t know
if it’s your thing, but there’s a cool
new exhibit there we could check
out. But it’s fine if it’s not your thing,
we can do something else. I’m
really down for whatever.